
rites of passage - lyrics

7. i can't do ________ but i would do
anything for you

11. shine my life like a _____
12. the ___ were loaded from the start
13. a safe place for all the pieces that

________
14. dark and ________ like a secret
16. on a kind of a _________ line through time
18. i never should have read my _______
21. all those ________ they kept you locked

inside
22. but i've seen your ________ states today
24. while the ________ shadowbox
26. i'm counting through the _____ ride
30. as if i was just another one of your ____
31. if you need to know that you _________

the storm
33. bumping like a ______ off a careless

crowd
34. white - chain - ____  - fear
35. in an endless split _______ never solve

anything
36. i call on the ______ soul of galileo
39. i stand for ___ or good
42. you know you fall for ____ strangers
43. when the river ______  your life
45. i start making a deal inspired by _____
48. there's a ______ on the desktop
49. with your best _____ and your anger
50. then at least i know there'll be no _______

annihilation
51. to see the ____ toy i've been hoping for
52. i'll hold to my life with the grip of a ____
53. it's not the ____'s land, you know it's not

that kind

1. and then you had to bring up
____________

2. i _____ my heels on the swollen street
3. cause i can be _____ and good and nice
4. he said it's a long road to be ______
5. you see with ____ a mind
6. this is not a ______ song
8. gravel and _____ on the bottom of my feet
9. no match for the _______ of pain inside

her
10. i ____ where you stood
15. _____ cats are growling at me
17. that little spot on the ground is my

________
19. cause maybe you ___________ big bucks

in your lifetime
20. three's a strange way to be ______
23. some other ___ across the ocean years

ago
25. ______ of a brand new start
27. and i am _____ and you are wood
28. five _____ dogs and a rabbit
29. all the _____  of my journeys
32. there have ____ feet running wild as fire
33. as i drive from your _____ gates
37. ______ cross and love gets lost
38. _______  your memories a field of knives
40. you planted a ____ tree
41. from a neighbor's _____ land
44. i was born under the sign of ______
46. would you _____ your words for freedom
47. and i forget, i forget the _____ song

across down


